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CLERODENDROMSESRATDMf . lACTEDM Moldenke, f . nov.
Haec forma a forma typica speciel corollis albls tbI lacteo-

albidis recedit.
This form differs fron the typical form of the species in ha-y^

ing its corollas irtiite or creamy-white.
The type of this fora was collected by Boris Alexander Krukoff

( no, 2$0 ) on the Hoeta Padang Estate, near Kisaran, on the west

coast of Snmatra in Deceober, 1930, and is deposited in the Brit-
ton Herbarium at the New York Botanical Garden.

VITEI LEUCOULONf . SALIQNll (Ro:d).) Moldenke, stat. nov.
Yitex saligna Roxb., Hort. Beng. U6, byponym. I8lii| Fl. Ind.,

ed. 2, 3» 75. 1832.
This form differs from the typical form of the species in hav^

ing all the matiire leaflets uniformly narrow-elliptic, thinly
chartaceous, 3—U times as long as wide, with both ez^ unifonnly
acute or acuminate.

The variety is based on Wallich 17li8 and 17l;8/2 collected from

cultivated plants in the Calcutta Botanical Garden, originally
collected by Dr. B. Heyne on the Coromandel coast of southeastern
India in 1808 and deposited in the British East India Company
herbarium at Kew*
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STNGONAWTHUSWIDGRENIANUS(K»m.) Ruhl,
Additional bibliography: Moldenke, Phytologia 38x 13U. 1977.
This species appears to be based on Widgren 822 and Q_. Gardner

29$7 & $27U from Minas Gerais, Brazil, deposited in the Berlin

herbarium. The Riedel collection, listed by Komlcke as typical
S. widgrenianus , is now regarded as Tar. pnberulifolins Ruhl. by
Riihland.

In prerious works I have listed this species from Parani and in
this I was followed by Angely (1957, 1972), but all the material
thus determined has proved, on re-examination, to be the very simi-
lar S_, fischerianna (Bong.; Ruhl.

Komicke (1871) cites the additional Waiming s.n« from Lagoa

Santa. Ruhland (1903) cites only Widgren~822 and Warming s.n. from
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